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ANEK Lines implements an innovative loyalty program by CRM.COM
that rewards passengers who choose its ships and onboard services
The Company
ANEK Lines, founded in 1967 and based in ChaniaCrete, is one of the leading companies in passenger

and cargo transport and maintains a top position in
international and domestic shipping. ANEK’s modern
fleet of vessels serves international routes in the
Adriatic Sea and domestic routes in Greece.

Using CRM.COM
Rewards since:
2012
Country:

The Challenge

Greece

The challenge for ANEK was the need to get to know
the passengers using its services. ANEK needed to
identify and analyze its customers and their data,

monitor their transactions and offer them incentives
to turn them into repeating customers.

The CRM.COM software is a

powerful reward engine that
allows us to launch

affordable and beneficial
loyalty schemes for our

The Goals
The goal was for ANEK to be able to capture and
analyze customer data at an affordable cost whilst
implementing a loyalty solution to be able to offer
tangible benefits to its customers.

customers. That, coupled

with modern, sound, flexible
and expandable

architecture made the
CRM.COM software an

obvious choice for seamless
integration with the rest of
our platforms. The
company clearly
understood the

requirements of the project
and followed a structured

way of project deployment.
The project was delivered

on time and within budget.
Marinos S. Nomikos, IT
Director, ANEK Lines
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The Solution
CRM.COM successfully delivered an innovative
Loyalty and Rewards scheme for 100K cardholders,
which is affordable and effective. ANEK Lines
introduced the AnekSmart loyalty scheme
(www.aneksmart.gr) and is now in a position to
analyze the data of its customers, segment them

and offer them rewards and benefits adaptable to
their particular needs (i.e. families, students etc).
The program is designed to enable customers to
collect points from ticket purchasing and onboard

services and redeem them with discounts and free
tickets for future trips. Furthermore, it rewards it
customers by upgrading their card to Silver or Gold
with even more exclusive privileges.

The Outcome
After the launch of AnekSmart, a high number of
passengers joined the scheme and cardholders can
now enjoy rebates on tickets as well as on-board
services discounts.

About Us:
CRM.COM develops and markets on
demand and on premise

subscription based billing and real
time reward solutions.

Headquartered in London, with
regional offices in Cyprus and

Vietnam, CRM.COM supports its

software and its partners across
the world.
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